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 Despite being the king of console games on the Atari 8-bit line, Asteroids remains one of the most enjoyable titles of the
generation. And while the vast majority of ports on the Atari 7800 are of a rudimentary nature, Taito's new release does

everything the classic could have done, but does it a little better. Asteroids is a very simple game. You play in a multi-colored
environment and must destroy wave after wave of destructive space monsters before they completely destroy your ship. You fly

back and forth through the level, shooting at enemies, destroying a path to the next level to continue the game. The main
difference between this port and the original is the power of the 7800's processor. Both the original and the 7800 versions of the
game run at the same speed; the 7800 version merely allows you to use more colors than the Atari's hardware can produce. This

new version can display 256 colors to create a beautiful and vivid display. The game itself is not a particularly difficult one.
Some games are best played on their original hardware, but Asteroids is one that will be very familiar to those that have played
the original. So while this version is primarily a remake of the Atari's original hardware, there's a good amount of original ideas
thrown in as well, and they are quite well implemented. One thing that should be pointed out right at the beginning is that you do
not actually control your ship, you are a passenger in a truck that must be moved to different positions in the level and, once you
are there, you must shoot at the enemies. There are three enemies in each level, and a monster will destroy all the trucks in the
level when destroyed. Unlike other ports, where the truck moves on its own, here, as soon as the truck is moved, the monster

will attack. This makes it a much different game than the Atari's original. You do not need to be quick and, in fact, should not
be. Your job is merely to destroy all the monsters and get to the next level. So while the original was a twitch-type game, this
port is more of a time-management game. The development team has also changed the way you play to make it much more
enjoyable, making it far more playable on an Atari 7800. Each level is designed in a very specific manner. There are several
areas in each level that, when reached, will create an automatic path to the next level. To make these paths easily accessible,
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